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Rebuilding My Father’s House:  
Performing Jazz, Community and Identity at 

The Negro League Café Jam Session 
 

“We want the jam session to be perfect; we want our lives to grow perfect; we want to finish this 
house.”  

—Theodis Rodgers 
 
 

 

 

Sometimes, music seems to have a life of its own. Songs spread globally; styles develop 

historically, sounds follow a trajectory shaped by economics, technology, politics, and religion. 

Jazz, no less than any other music, seems to live a life larger than any single person or musical 

moment. It is “black music” (Baraka 1968), “race music” (Ramsey Jr. 2003), “America’s music” 

(Ward and Burns 2000a), the expression of a unique consciousness (Austerlitz 2005) even “the 

Figure 4.1 Cecile, Aki, and Theodis on stage at the Negro League Cafe 
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infinite art of improvisation” (Berliner 1994). Grand stories about jazz and its stars tell important 

truths, but jazz, like any other music, is continually resounded in the everyday practices of 

musicians and listeners, bounded by time and space, meaningful for particular flesh and blood 

people and communities, even as the specific meanings they enunciate intersect with other 

meanings that transcend individual lives and local communities. Many scholars tell grand stories 

about jazz. In this essay, I want to tell a smaller story of a small community of jazz musicians in 

Chicago in the first decade of the twenty-first century and how they make “the infinite art of 

improvisation” their own through their everyday practice of jazz. 

In Bronzeville, the Negro League Café was home to a jam session that clearly illustrates 

the specific local meanings of jazz practice. On Tuesdays, people from the Bronzeville 

neighborhood came to the Negro League Café to play music, listen to the jam, and hang out with 

family and friends talking and eating barbeque chicken, smothered pork chops, and greens. 

Neighborliness and the desire to build local community guided their repertoire choices, 

performance practices, and social interactions. The goal of bringing neighbors together in song 

opened the door to a wide variety of musical practices that differed greatly from those of the 

professional and aspiring professional jazz musicians who attended other sessions at clubs like 

The Chambers or Andy’s. Bringing together neighbors also allowed differences among 

participants to emerge. Scott Holman’s session at Delaney and Murphy’s drew a fairly 

homogenous group of white, male mainstream jazz musiciains, but the session at the Negro 

League Café drew people united by proximity, ethnicity, and shared history, yet set apart by 

gender, class, educational background, and musical preferences. Similarities, differences, and a 

many-stranded web of musical and non-musical relationships intensified feelings of community 

and conflict, and the Negro League Café session ultimately proved to be fairly unstable. The 
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session, which began a few months before I started participating in May of 2005, ended a few 

months after I left Chicago in March of 2006. At the heart of the session were Theodis Rodgers 

and Aki Antonia Smith, two keyboard players who hosted the session and inspired its focus on 

the local community. 

 
The Negro League Café session highlights the way that music—particularly jazz—is put 

to local uses and takes on local meanings. The session also illustrates the tenuousness of local 

urban communities. While I focus most closely on the actions of local participants, the session 

also demonstrates the links between neighborhood musical practices, the city of Chicago, and the 

global economy. Participating in this musical community proved to be much different than I 

anticipated. 

 

Going to the South Side 

I thought that maybe it was just me, but in the winter of 2005, after several months in the 

field, I realized that few white Chicagoans ever ventured south of the Loop. Even jazz musicians 

committed to the musical styles born on the South Side feared this half of the city. Von 

Freeman’s session at the New Apartment Lounge and the session at the Velvet Lounge, the 

AACM hangout run by veteran saxophonist Fred Anderson, drew some young white die-hards, 

but that was about it. And even those die-hards told stories of frightening encounters. My own 

preconceptions were also fed by news reports, rumors, and literary portraits of Chicago. In Saul 

Bellow’s short story “Looking for Mr. Green,” George Grebe, a Chicago city employee, is 

responsible for delivering a relief check to Tulliver Green, an elderly black man living on the 

South Side. Bellow depicts the South Side as a place so hostile and foreign that Grebe can learn 
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nothing of Mr. Green. Mr. Raynor, Grebe’s supervisor, warns him of the problems he’ll face. 

Raynor says, “‘They don’t want to tell you anything.’” Grebe replies, “‘Because I’m a stranger.’” 

“‘Because,’” Raynor corrects him, “‘you’re white’” (Bellow 1968). So Grebe sets out to find Mr. 

Green, alternately imagining himself hunting after some wild game, or pondering the 

metaphysically ineffable ‘Other.’ 

Bellow’s story left me thinking that race relations in Chicago were incredibly hostile and 

that on the South Side I might be seen as an enemy combatant. (Other people thought so, too. 

One Chicago policeman I met at The Green Mill, a popular North Side jazz club, offered to be 

my guide and protector on my journeys south of the Loop.) At the very best, I hoped for the 

muted hostility and indifference some white ethnographers report when encountering people of 

color.1 

So imagine my relief and pleasure on my first trip to the Apartment Lounge, when I was 

given free birthday cake; and at Bernice’s Twilight Zone, when Bernice herself found me an 

open chair and made me a bowl of popcorn. When Miss Marie scolded me for not bringing my 

guitar on my first trip to the Tropical Den, I thought I’d struck ethnomusicological gold. This is 

not to say that the South Side isn’t a dangerous place. At The Apartment Lounge the bouncer (an 

off-duty cop) inspects you with a metal detector, and at The Tropical Den the door stays locked 

until Otis the bartender has a good look at you and buzzes you in. Worried that I was an easy 

target, African Americans I met often offered to walk me to my car.  

In the movie Animal House some white college boys visit a black music club where black 

men steal their dates and offer them the blade of a knife. I, instead, got cake, friendship, and 

                                                
1  One of the most famous and entertaining accounts of people misleading and using an 
ethnomusicologist is told by Bruno Nettl in “Come Back and See Me Next Tuesday” (Nettl 
2005). 
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music. In spite of my good experiences it would be a great mistake to underestimate the 

difference between white and black Chicagoans. Though I am enthusiastic about the people and 

the field I study, this is not an ethnography about a secret pluralistic utopia. Chicago is a deeply 

segregated city where racism leaves many blacks poor and unemployed in places with high crime 

rates and poor housing. Yet, I was generally welcomed into a lively, neighborly, working class 

world; gatherings in clubs reminded me of family parties from my childhood. The many 

differences between these worlds are obvious. The folks at the Twilight Zone were listening to 

blues and jazz rather than dancing the polka, but it still felt like Gemütlichkeit to me.2 

So I was caught off guard when the African American woman drinking next to me at the 

Twilight Zone turned on her stool, sucked a little gin through her straw, and glared at me through 

her copper-tinted dreds. “We sure wanna thank you for coming down,” she said, putting a fresh 

layer of frost on my beer. “We know you riskin’ your life and all.”  Any secret fantasies I had 

about erasing differences were dramatically put to rest that night. If I thought I was passing, 

Aki’s comments certainly cleared that up. 

Aki’s initial hostility didn’t bode well. I sat tight and listened anyway, hoping this 

moment would somehow be good fieldwork. Much to my relief, the mood quickly turned from 

confrontation to conversation. Robert Shy, the drummer on the gig that night and a friend from 

other sessions, came over and shook my hand. He introduced me to Theodis Rodgers, the piano 

player and Aki’s boyfriend. We all talked and by the time the band’s break ended and Robert and 

Theo headed back to the stage, Theo and Aki had invited me to the new jam session they were 

hosting at the Negro League Café.  

                                                
2 For more on the interesting relationships between polka culture and black music see Charles 
Keil’s essay, “People’s Music Comparatively: Style and Stereotype, Class and Hegemony” in 
Music Grooves (1994). 
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Talking with Aki and Theodis that night set the tone for many months of fieldwork and 

musical participation. Race continued to play a central role. Their session was clearly about local 

black music and identity. During my participation in the session Aki and others continually 

teased me about overcoming my whiteness through participation in symbolic black practices. 

Our initial meeting also suggested gender conflicts that I saw time and again at the session as 

women participants struggled to gain respect and authority. Questions of gender and authority 

arose on stage and contributed to the session's eventual demise. In addition, my initial meeting 

with Aki, Theodis, and Robert illustrates how people participate in a variety of urban 

communities, and also how various black musical communities differ. Theo and Robert 

performed together and knew each other, but Robert never came to the session at the Negro 

League and Theo never came to the session at Delaney and Murphy’s where Robert was the 

session drummer. Their paths intersected, but they were also working toward different musical 

and social ends. This difference seems mundane except when we remember that the category of 

“black music” is sometimes invoked as a force that unifies African American expression across 

time and space (Baraka 1963, 1968). Finally, my conversation with Aki, Theodis, and Robert 

illustrates how musical practice shapes identity. My skin color was a barrier, but as we talked of 

music and as Robert acknowledged me as a player, Aki’s attitude changed and she came to 

consider me as a provisional insider.  

I also changed as I played with Theo and Aki. I developed new musical skills and tastes, 

and I felt like a member of a new community. As a member of that community, I developed a 

different sense of myself that included feelings of responsibility to the people with whom I 

played every Tuesday. Ethnography offers the opportunity for insight into the lives of others, but 

it also offers the opportunity for personal transformation. The gaze of others contributes to one’s 
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individual identity. Philosophers have argued the self is constituted intersubjectively, and this is 

a growing concern among some anthropologists.3 As Dorinne Kondo has shown, ethnographers 

are not immune from the constituting network of intersubjective relations at play in the field 

(Kondo 1990). The gaze of those I came to study transformed me. Others may have been 

transformed as well, as they participated in the session and in my research. I would also hope 

that readers, as they gain knowledge of the people they are reading about, also undergo some 

recalibration of self as they participate vicariously in this musical community. 

 

Bronzeville: Community Life in a Global City 

 The Negro League Café is located in Bronzeville, “The Black Metropolis.” Just south of 

the Loop and just north of the University of Chicago. Like New York’s Harlem, Bronzeville was 

a primary destination of the Great Migration in the early Twentieth Century. Drawn by hope but 

contained by zoning laws, African Americans created in Bronzeville a Mecca for African 

American arts and business second only to Harlem, and was home to Negro League Baseball, 

Chicago-style jazz, and the Chicago Defender. Throughout the century Forty-seventh Street—the 

heart of Bronzeville—was a thriving thoroughfare lined with black-owned businesses, stores, 

restaurants, and nightclubs. But racist zoning practices and the loss of industry have led to a 

dramatic decline in the later half of the twentieth century. Today, once stately greystones stand 

next to vacant lots and boarded buildings. In the first wave of urban renewal that began in the 

late 1940s, the city demolished many homes in Bronzeville, and replaced them with high-rise 

public housing projects, turning the neighborhood into a densely packed warehouse for 

                                                
3  For a brief account of intersubjectivity in philosophy and the social sciences see Michael 
Jackson’s Minima Ethnographic, especially pages 1–15.  
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thousands of the city’s poorest African American residents. In 1999 the neighborhood had the 

highest concentration of public housing in Chicago (Hyra 2008, p. 89). Today, many of those 

decaying projects have been torn down. Littered empty lots stretching for blocks along the Dan 

Ryan Expressway are all that remain of the twenty-eight high-rises that made up the Robert 

Taylor Homes. 

The destruction of the projects is part of what Derek Hyra calls the “second renaissance” 

in Bronzeville (Hyra 2008, p. 5). At the time of my fieldwork the area was undergoing 

gentrification, but unlike gentrification in other parts of the city and the urban renewal of the 

past, Bronzeville’s second renaissance was seeing an influx of black professionals. In addition, 

black real estate companies and contractors were profiting from the process. The resurgence of 

Bronzeville was part of a general migration of professionals to housing near Chicago’s central 

business district, and as many have argued, the concentration of financial, legal, and other 

professionals around the Loop is a sign of Chicago’s importance as a global city that serves as a 

command and control center for the international movement of capital (Abu-Lughod 1999; 

Madigan 2004; Koval et al. 2006; Hyra 2008). This suggests links between the musical practices 

of Bronzeville residents and changes in international finance. This is not to say that other local 

musical practices are unaffected by global developments. Certainly, Scott Holman’s jam session 

at the Arlington Heights Sheraton Hotel depends in part on nearby O’Hare International Airport. 

However, the transformation of low income housing in Bronzeville to high priced condominiums 

dramatically reflects the increasing globalization of markets and Chicago’s place in that process. 

 Gentrification brought on by local and international developments is not spread out 

evenly across Bronzeville. From the Harold Washington Cultural Center at the intersection of 

Forty-seventh Street and Martin Luther King Boulevard, residents can walk to restaurants, 
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boutiques, bookstores, and coffee shops, but at the intersection of Forty-Third Street and Prairie 

Avenue, the Negro League Café is the only lit up business on an otherwise dark street. There are 

plenty of empty lots and rundown buildings near the Café, and several buildings have been 

restored to their earlier grandeur. If you live there and you want to go out for a decent meal, the 

League is the place to go. The only alternative is J. J’s Fish, and that involves walking past 

corners where gang members and drug addicts conduct business. If widespread gentrification 

really does take hold in this area, it is easy to imagine the Negro League Café being supplanted 

by more upscale establishment, but for now it is the only decent restaurant for many blocks.4 Ron 

Curry, owner of the Café, has attempted to draw the growing business class by hosting events 

like the “Business Builders Circle Breakfast:” flyers on display at the café describe the breakfast 

as “an opportunity for business professionals to Eat, Meet, and Build Business relationships.” 

Organizations like The Thapelo Institute, Inc., a not-for-profit organization promoting health and 

fitness for African and African American men, also held events at the Negro League Café. The 

photo below shows a Thapelo Institute sponsored meeting on prostate cancer awareness. The 

meeting addressed local barbers whose barbershops are local gathering places and a source of 

information on the South Side. 

 

 

                                                
4  Being the only restaurant for several square blocks might not seem like much for some 
locations, but on the North Side, it is difficult to find a single block on a main street without 
several shops and restaurants. 
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Music and the Second Renaissance 

 Music plays an important role in the Second Renaissance of Bronzeville and is part of the 

city’s plan for drawing workers with the skills needed in a global city. Sharon Zukin writes, 

“Cultural institutions establish a competitive advantage over other cities for attracting new 

businesses and corporate elites” (Zukin 12). Richard Longworth observes that Chicago, “the City 

that Works,” once drew immigrants with the prospect of jobs, but now draws a new breed of 

workers with the prospect of culture and comfort. “Today’s employers come here,” he says, 

“because the city offers sweeter but less tangible attractions. An entrepreneur wanting to start a 

high-tech or global service firm looks for a place with smart, educated workers and the kinds of 

amenities—housing, restaurants, culture—that will attract and keep them” (Longworth 2004, p. 

Figure 4.2  Barbers’ gathering (photographer unknown) 
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75).5 Major corporations based in Chicago actively support the arts, providing funding for a 

variety of performances that increase the city’s prestige. Boeing Corporation, Bank One, and 

Kraft Foods joined together for the Chicago Jazz Partnership, which, between 2005 and 2007 

contributed $1.5 million to jazz events such as the Made In Chicago concerts in Millennium 

Park. As Chicago Tribune jazz critic Howard Reich reports, “Backers of this plan stress that their 

campaign is designed not simply to nurture jazz but to add firepower to a distinct brand of the 

music: Chicago jazz” (Reich 2005, p. 10). A consortium of city and business groups including 

The Jazz Institute of Chicago, the Mayor’s Office of Special Events, the Chicago Department of 

Cultural Affairs, and the Chicago Office of Tourism all work together to present large events like 

the Chicago Jazz Festival and the Chicago Blues Festival. They also fund and organize cultural 

programs like Chicago Soul Trails, which offers concerts and tours of local clubs with a safe 

glimpse of Chicago’s gritty urban heritage. The JazzFest Heritage Music Weekend, held on the 

grounds of the old South Shore Country Club, provides a similar, specifically South Side, 

African-American music festival. This festival is put on by Jazz Unites, Inc., the organization run 

by Geraldine de Haas, a longtime South Side musician, community advocate, and impresario. 

When I spoke with her and her associate Delmarie Cobb, they stressed how the festival catered 

to local families, but that local families were linked to African Americans across the nation. 

They envision the festival as a place for family reunions that link neighborhood to nation. On the 

day I spent at the Jazz Unites festival, I met local residents, returning former residents, and 

Europeans of African descent. De Haas emphasizes that her festival operates without city 

funding, but other music events in Bronzeville do benefit from the city’s support. Forty-seventh 

                                                
5  For more on the role of creative workers in modern cities also see Richard Florida’s The 
Rise of the Creative Class: And How It’s Transforming Work, Leisure, Community, and 
Everyday Life (Florida 2002). 
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Street has been designated a “Redevelopment Area” and a “Tax Increment Financing District” in 

order to promote development and tourism (Hyra 2008, p. 123–125). Music is certainly part of 

this plan, but, as Hyra points out, planners have ignored community input, and they closed a 

Chicago jazz landmark, the Palm Tavern, so it remains to be seen how the interests of developers 

will fit with the interest of local citizens and musicians. The Negro League Café on Forty-third 

Street seems worlds away from this development now. Nevertheless, changes in global finance 

have led to new labor needs in Chicago. These changes have led to new housing needs near the 

city’s central business district. The city, in order to attract and maintain the highly skilled 

workers required in a global economy has, among other things, funded upscale housing 

development and the development of cultural services that will draw those workers to the city. 

The musicians at the Negro League Café do not receive any of this support directly, but they bob 

along precariously in its the wake, latching on the bits and pieces that now float their way.  

 

The Negro League Café Jam Session 

 Though the Negro League Café exists in networks that link neighborhood, city, nation, 

and world, the musicians that play there are more concerned with problems closer to home. 

People talk about their relations with other people in the club, gigs that grow out of the session, 

and what's going on in the streets around the Café.  Even concerns about African and African 

American identity are, for the most part, performed in terms of local relationships. Cultural 

exemplars are drawn from relatives and people in neighborhood.6 The session’s emphasis on 

                                                
6  For example, when honoring African American leaders, session participants looked to 
local heroes like Oscar Brown, Jr. The musical tribute to Brown featured performances by his 
daughter and other musicians who worked with him and still live in the area. Bronzeville is 
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community determines many aspects of the music including repertoire choices, performance 

practices, and aesthetic values—and this emphasis opens the door to a particular range of 

participants with uniquely diverse yet culturally specific kinds of preparation. It also helps shape 

the relationship between those playing and those listening, and the range of activities that take 

place at the jam. The emphasis on building a local community brings with it an inherent potential 

for conflict. In contrast, other sessions I studied emphasized very specific professional and 

aesthetic characteristics that attracted a relatively homogenous group of participants from across 

a wide area. Negro League Café participants were united more by proximity and race. One might 

assume that proximity and race would entail many shared traits, but that was not the case. The 

session at the Café drew men and women, homeowners and recently paroled criminals living in 

single-room apartments, educated professionals and high-school dropouts, and straight-ahead 

jazz players and musicians with a commitment to a wide range of African American musical 

practices. While these people shared much, certain conflicts sometimes simmered beneath the 

surface of sociality. Often, the session was held together by the galvanizing musical presence of 

key participants. When they were absent, the session did not always go smoothly, and 

participants with competing agenda pulled the activities in different directions.  

 Nobody embodies the session’s focus on the local community more than Aki, herself. 

Born on the South Side, she moved away, traveled in Africa, lived on the North Side, and 

returned home. She taught music to grade school and high school students, and, in addition to 

jazz, she has performed funk, soul, and other genres associated with African Americans. As a 

young woman she went to Ghana where she took the name Aki to recognize her African 

                                                                                                                                                       
important to the national history of African Americans, so it is easy to find national figures who 
have had face-to-face relationships with local residents. 
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ancestry. Recently, she has also begun using her family name. Now calling herself Aki Antonia 

Smith, she pays homage to her African roots but also her immediate family and father. She has 

begun rehabbing her father’s home just a few blocks away. She told me that her father had a 

vision for Bronzeville that made her proud of her family and her heritage. When I first started 

attending her sessions she had just acquired a recording of her uncles’ jazz band that had been 

recorded in the 1920s. Aki’s uncles played jazz, ran a South Side music store, and were a part of 

the history of Chicago jazz. Aki felt that taking back her family name, restoring her father’s 

house, and hosting the jam session were ways she could continue to keep her father’s vision 

alive. She was not alone in her quest to restore community through music. Wherever I went on 

the South Side, musicians, MCs, bartenders, and audience members told me, “We’re bringing 

jazz back to the South Side.” And they said it as if they were watching their home be born again. 

 

The Pathway to the Negro League Café Session 

Ruth Finnegan has proposed the metaphor of pathways as a way of understanding 

communities (Finnegan, 305-11), for it draws our attention not only to the routes laid down by 

cultural, historical, and economic circumstances, but also the agency of those who chose to 

follow and shape those pathways in the company of others. Thus, the community of musicians at 

the Negro League Café, is defined not only by what happens at the sessions, but also by the 

many unique ways—musical training, family, history—that people prepare for and arrive at that 

session. Pathways to the Negro League Café, thus defined the session for participants and myself 

and also set this session apart from other jazz sessions in Chicago. 

From my North Side apartment in Ravenswood, I drove south on the Kennedy 

Expressway, past the Loop, and continued weaving through the construction on the Dan Ryan to 
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Forty-third Street. As I exited the freeway and crossed over eastbound on Forty-third Street, what 

I first encountered were vacant lots where, until recently, the Robert Taylor Homes housed 

thousands of poor African Americans. Bleak in the twilight, these now littered fields made me 

think of anything but global enterprise or vibrant local communities. I passed J & J Fish and 

Chicken and the rundown storefront where tough-looking young men always seemed to be 

skulking. At night they had Forty-third Street to themselves. Everyplace else was dark. No neon 

or flashing lights marked the Negro League Café, and I drove by several times before I 

recognized the club’s name, spelled out in baseball bats and lit with a few simple bulbs, telling 

me I'd reached my destination. As I would learn, this small island of light was an important 

victory in the neighborhood battle against the “bangers.”  

Most session participants didn’t come nearly as far. Many drove from nearby homes, 

some took the Red Line train that stopped just up the street, and some walked. A few participants 

grew up nearby. Some went to high school together. Others knew each other from church. Many 

of the participants and listeners came every Tuesday, but there were always new people who 

came only to eat and then stayed for the music. Sometimes these people borrowed an instrument 

and sat in. Sometimes other white or black musicians came from the North Side, and on several 

occasions, people visiting from out of town stopped by. Sometimes out-of-town visitors were 

just tourists, but they were often in Chicago to visit family.  

The club itself is on the northeast corner of Forty-third Street and Prairie Avenue. Kitty 

corner is a small building that houses a business providing social services. The other two corner 

lots are vacant. Forty-third Street is busy enough during the day to warrant an El station, but on 

Tuesday evenings, the streets are nearly empty and a little threatening, and people park close so 

they can walk in the glow of the club's spotlights and avoid the shadows and alleys. Passing 
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through the corner doorway, patrons enter a spacious, comfortably lit, but somewhat spare 

barroom that, for me, seemed a welcome contrast to the street's desolation. Men and women sat 

at the bar or at small tables: some alone, some in groups. Sporting events flickered perpetually on 

the big screen behind the bar, while, from the walls, portraits and murals depicting the greats of 

Negro League baseball reminded drinkers of past glory for the neighborhood and the race. 

Chicago was home to the Chicago American Giants who dominated Negro League Baseball 

from 1910 until 1939. Don Curry markets the Café not only as a place to eat and drink, but a 

place to learn about local history. Like many businesses on the South Side, it is wrapped in 

tropes of racial uplift. Even the Café’s website exhorts viewers to seize the day as "Carpe Diem" 

floats across the screen (www.thenegroleaguecafe.info Nov. 7 2005).7 

 To get to the session you pass through a doorway into the dining room. Immediately to 

your right is a slightly raised platform that is a stage by night and extra seating space by day. But 

before you get on stage you have to talk to Aki who is sitting at a table immediately to your left. 

She takes your money—$3 for players, $5 for listeners—and she signs you in so you can be 

called up later. She also shows you pictures she’s taken of other nights and let’s you know if 

there will be any special guests or features that night. The dining room holds about twenty 

booths and five or six small round tables along the edge of the stage. On the other side of the 

stage is an open window to the kitchen where the staff passes plates of “soul food with a 

Caribbean twist,” the café’s specialty. People from around the neighborhood come for business 

meetings, birthday parties, or just for a bite to eat after work. Whenever I came to the café to 

                                                
7  The slogan, “Eat the Food. Digest the History,” also appears on promotional materials 
for the Negro League Café. 
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play or eat, people I knew always said hello. Aki made sure that newcomers were always 

introduced to regulars as they stopped at her table.  

 

 Participation by locals indicated a commitment to building local community, but it also 

tells a story of neighborhood economic conditions. Unlike many of the players at other sessions, 

participants at the Negro League Café sometimes lived on the edge of poverty. Some could 

barely afford reliable transportation across town, much less expensive homes in distant suburbs. 

On more than one occasion people asked me for train fare or a ride home. Other participants 

carpooled and a number of relationships in and out of the session seemed to develop out of the 

need to share transportation. Financial need and a lack of alternatives, as well as shared history 

and culture, helped to foster the commitment to local community.  

Poverty nearly brought the session to an end. Theodis Rodgers, a driving musical 

presence at the session, wasn’t earning enough money in Chicago, so he left to play the casinos 

in Las Vegas. Aki stayed in Chicago to run the session and continue restoring her family home. 

Figure 4.3  Aki at the door 
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With Theo gone, however, it was difficult for her to make car payments, and one day her car was 

repossessed along with the session PA system that she kept in her trunk. She managed to cobble 

together a small system for the next session, but the sound quality was poor. We limped along 

with this PA for several weeks. At the end of the night we piled Aki, her sister, her son, her 

keyboards, and the PA into my car for the short, crowded ride back to her apartment. After a 

month of this, we made a desperate dash first to the Chicago suburbs to retrieve the PA and other 

contents of her car, and then to Wisconsin, to the high security impoundment lot to retrieve her 

car minutes before it hit the auction block.8  During my time at the session Aki constantly 

struggled with the bank to hang on to her car and her father’s house. For her, the struggle to build 

community was not a luxury, but part of a daily struggle to keep hearth and home together. 

Not all participants faced the same dire economic challenges. Linard Stroud, a drummer 

at the session, did some studio work and performed regularly with several popular bands at such 

prominent clubs as Philander’s in Oak Park. Deameris Vaughn, the session’s main drummer 

worked days as a tennis pro at a South Side health club and had a regular church gig. Aki’s 

cousin Al Smith worked a day job and played in several pop bands. Some nights, he’d rehearse 

until 9:00 with his pop group, sit in at the Negro League Café, and then grab a couple of hours of 

sleep before starting his day job at 6:00 a.m. 

Participants took a variety of pathways in preparation for this session. Some players 

represented third generation Chicago musicians. Aki’s relatives had been active in music since 

the early twentieth century. The father of Verne Allison, Jr. (a frequent drummer at the session) 

sang second tenor with the Chicago R&B vocal groups, The Dells, Morris Jennings, cousin of 

                                                
8  When a car is repossessed, the repo men make the car and its contents very difficult to 
retrieve in order to prevent enraged car owners forcibly reclaiming their cars. Only Aki was 
allowed past the guard and the razor wire topped fence when we went to collect her car. 
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Linard Stroud (another regular drummer at the session) played drums for Chicago’s Chess 

Records in the 1970s. Linard’s other cousin, pianist and singer, Margie Stroud, also played at the 

sessions when not performing in clubs around the world. 

Some players came with strong performing backgrounds and formal musical training. Aki 

had a Master’s degree in education, as did bassist and singer, Cecile Savage. Linard studied 

music at Livingstone College in Salisbury, North Carolina. Even players without college training 

came to the session with a wealth of professional experience. Theodis, for example, had toured 

with several stars including Curtis Mayfield and Angela Bofill. For many years Theodis also 

worked as the musical director for the Ebony Fashion Fair Tour, and he played on numerous 

recordings and movie soundtracks.9 This background made Theo something of a celebrity among 

his fellow undergraduate students at the University of Illinois. Percussionist Tony Carpenter, 

who occasionally sat in on drum set or congas, also worked extensively with such high profile 

musicians as Tyrone Davis, Jerry Butler, and Ramsey Lewis. These players and other 

participants in the session also gigged frequently around the Chicago area.  

Another source of preparation for session participants was the church. Linard Stroud, for 

example, played every Sunday at Metropolitan Apostolic Church. Margie Stroud and Deameris 

Vaughn also had regular paying church gigs. Others simply sang or played as volunteers on 

Sunday mornings. Amateurs did not bring the same technical ability or musical flexibility to the 

session, but they did not come untrained. 

                                                
9  Theodis has worked extensively as a sideman. He can be heard on a number of film 
soundtracks including the soundtracks to A Family Thing (Pierce 1996) and Indecent Proposal 
(Lyne 1993) which included a cameo appearance of Theodis playing with Sheena Easton. He has 
played on recordings too numerous to mention, backing such luminaries as the ChiLites, Jerry 
Butler, and Curtis Mayfield. 
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Gospel music played an important role on Chicago’s South Side. Pilgrim Baptist Church, 

where Thomas Dorsey developed the musical style we know as gospel, was just a mile from the 

Negro League Café. While Gospel music has been a force in the life of many African America 

musicians, some regard the trope of gospel roots to be part of the mythologizing of black 

expression, a myth that distorts their own artistic efforts and intensions. When I asked Theodis 

about his earliest musical experiences, he looked at me and said, in his best Amos and Andy 

dialect, “I fust got ma training in de choich” (Smith and Rodgers 2005), nearly failing to get it 

out before he and Aki doubled over in laughter. When they recovered, Theo and Aki told me 

how, in the 1970s, they and another session participant spent their high school study-halls 

working out tunes by the British prog rock group Emerson, Lake, and Palmer. 

Several participants came to the session with extensive academic training, professional 

experience playing jazz, and a family history of musical participation, but others came along 

other pathways. The extent of their preparation was playing with their high school bands, singing 

with small church choirs, or playing alone in their rooms. Some, like Rudy, were good musicians 

with little experience playing jazz. Rudy always dressed sharp in a coat, tie, and matching pocket 

hanky. Every week he waited quietly alone or with Aki until his turn came. When he opened his 

mouth to sing, he seemed to undergo a metamorphosis, transforming each week from mild Rudy 

into Ray Charles. His weekly performance of “Georgia” always brought the house down. But it 

wasn’t as much a jazz performance, as it was a theatrical reenactment of Ray Charles, and 

musical theater, I was told, was Rudy’s real background. 

Others came who were virtually untrained. It was not unusual to hear musicians who had 

trouble playing the tune or following the form of even the most basic jazz standards. Some 

performers didn’t know any standards and would call pop tunes like Stevie Wonder’s 
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“Superstition.” And then there were players who seemed familiar with jazz repertoire but didn’t 

abide by any of its standard practices. Their solos seemed to begin and end mid-chorus; 

sometimes, they continued soloing off-stage while others took their turn. 

Stronger musicians dealt with these problems in various ways. Theodis tried to guide 

people toward more musical and organized participation. He often sang background riffs to the 

horn players, helping them to accompany other soloists as an ensemble. More experienced horn 

players would have done this on their own. Periodically, Theodis also stopped the session to 

teach participants new approaches to soloing. I never witnessed this kind of instruction at other 

Chicago jam sessions. For a while, participants got in the habit of calling “Oleo,” a rhythm 

changes tune by Sonny Rollins.10 Week after week people called this tune and each time many 

players struggled to solo, either playing awkwardly or reverting to blues-based melodic material. 

One time, prior to playing the tune, Theo had the horn players come to the stage to practice 

playing the B-flat major bebop scale, a common scale used for soloing on rhythm changes and 

other jazz standards.11 The horn players stood on stage and stared at their shoes. Seeing no one 

could play the scale, Theo taught them how to play it, and how to apply it to "Oleo." Strong 

musicians at the session often drew younger players eager to pick up tips. For example, during 

breaks young percussionists often gathered around Tony Walton as he demonstrated various 

rhythms on the set or the congas. 

No one was every scolded or shunned because of musical mistakes or unusual choices. If 

people like me gained membership because of interest and playing ability, many others gained 

                                                
10  "Rhythm Changes" is a standard thirty-bar form in jazz based on George Gershwin's 
song "I Got Rhythm."  
11  The major bebop scale is a major scale with an added raised fifth degree: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, #5, 
6, 7, 8. 
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membership because they were from the neighborhood. Even people who played poorly and 

behaved erratically were handled gently. We knew their names, their families, and their stories.  

 
Repertoire and Community 

 The Negro League Café session demonstrates how repertoire is chosen not only to meet 

aesthetic criteria, but also to promote sociality among participants. This suggests that genre is a 

category that is social as well as musical. What is jazz to one is the death of jazz to another. The 

range of musical choices available at the Negro League Café jam session included options 

unacceptable at sessions that had a different social agenda. The goal of including local 

participants, whatever their skill level or musical background, contributed to the participants’ 

conception of jazz, affecting their choice of tunes and their performance practices.  

If Theodis and Tony Walton were on the stage, anything could happen, but more often 

than not only the most common jazz standards such as “Oleo,” “Blue Bossa,” and "Autumn 

Leaves” were called. And these tunes were played in the most accessible ways. “Autumn 

Leaves” was usually played in E minor, the Real Book key, even though many jazz musicians 

consider E minor the wrong key (The real book, p. 36). Nevertheless, the key of E minor 

accommodates players who learn mainly from the Real Book. Novices lacked the professional 

experience and familiarity with more obscure recordings that led advanced players to the “hip” 

versions of standards.  Other tunes like “Georgia” were made accessible by simplifying the 

harmony and treating them more like a blues tune. 

 

“Georgia On My Mind”   

Two Harmonic Realizations of the A Section 
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4/4 swing feel 

| FM7 | Em7b5 A7#9 | Dm7 Dbm7 Cm7 F7 | G7 Bbm7 Eb9 | Am7 D9 | Gm7 C9 | A7#5 D7#9 | 

Gm7 C9#5 | 

 

12/8 R&B Harmony in the style of Ray Charles 

| FM7 | A7 | Dm7 Cm7 | BbM7 Bdim7 | Fmaj7 D7 | G7 C7 | FM7 D7 | Gm7 C7#5 | 

 With simpler harmony and a bluesy 12/8 groove, a soloist can improvise convincingly 

using only the F blues scale: F-G-A-flat-A-C-D. “Making the changes”—improvising in a way 

that clearly outlines the harmony—wasn’t necessary, although players with the skills could still 

improvise complex solos drawing on a variety of scales. Complex harmonies call out for equally 

complex melodic material. For instance, a soloist improvising over the Em7-flat 5 and A7 sharp-

9 in the second measure of the first example could draw from both G jazz melodic minor and B-

flat jazz melodic minor.12 Such applications of jazz melodic minor scales to ii7 flat-5 and V7 

sharp-9 harmonies are fairly common among more advanced improvisers. Though jazz 

musicians might enjoy more complex melodic material, the audience sometimes does not. The 

Negro League Café crowd generally preferred the simpler approach and my own solos received 

greater applause when I used more blues licks and fewer complex scales. 

The inclusion of tunes from the genre sometimes called “soul jazz”13 and “smooth jazz” 

also made the Negro League Café session more welcoming and accessible to a wider range of 

neighborhood participants. Jazz musicians interested in bebop or post-bop styles rarely call these 

tunes. Many jazz musicians, in fact, look down on these genres, particularly smooth jazz, 

                                                
12  Jazz melodic minor refers to the ascending portion of a melodic minor scale. 
13  I use the term “soul jazz,” since it is the common term in popular music magazines and 
even in some album titles. However, some musicians I spoke with objected to this term. 
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equating them with watered-down commercial pop music designed to appeal to mass audiences. 

Soul jazz generally relies on blues vocabulary, funky rhythms, and simple harmonic 

progressions. This music has deep roots on the South Side. According to many South Siders, 

organ trios playing soul jazz were very popular in South Side clubs during the 1950s and 1960s. 

Soul jazz is party music that, in order to keeping the good times rolling, usually keeps its artistic 

aspirations well hidden. Eddie Harris’s soul jazz hit, “Cold Duck Time” was a jam session 

favorite as were similar funk and soul-derived jazz tunes like Herbie Hancock’s “Chameleon” 

and Joe Zawinul’s “Mercy, Mercy, Mercy.” These tunes feature long static harmonic vamps. At 

the session, soloists often played over the vamp and ignored other sections of the tunes that 

might have disrupted the groove or called for a more harmonically sophisticated improvisational 

vocabulary. For example, on “Mercy, Mercy, Mercy,” participants sometimes improvised over 

the two-measure vamp B-flat 7 to E-flat 7, performing the rest of the form only when they played 

the melody. 

Smooth jazz tunes like Grover Washington, Jr.’s “Mr. Magic,” feature similar vamps 

though recorded versions include more involved production, synthesizers, and strings which 

makes them seem more polished than the gritty, down-home feel of an organ trio. Some jazz 

musicians see these tunes as recordings that rely more on engineering than the creative input of 

improvisers. Highly regarded players have publicly denounced smooth jazz musicians. Pat 

Metheny famously echoed the sentiments of many when he called Kenny G’s smooth jazz 

soloing “lame-ass, jive, pseudo bluesy, out-of-tune, noodling, wimped out, fucked up playing.”14 

Smooth tunes at a session might be understood as concessions to less trained and sophisticated 

players, but that was not the case. These tunes weren’t simply tolerated; even experienced jazz 

                                                
14 http://www.jazzoasis.com/methenyonkennyg.htm, September 30, 2009.  
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players at the Negro League loved them. Probably, no one thought these were the hippest tunes, 

but they were songs people remembered from good times. 

Smooth jazz and soul jazz speak to the African American neighbors of the Negro League 

Café in particular ways, referencing black pop music and dance in their musical structure as well 

as real and imagined local vernacular culture in their references to African America working 

class cuisine (“Cold Duck Time”) and speech (“Mercy, Mercy, Mercy”).  Much of my training as 

a jazz guitarist had been about learning to play and improvise over complex harmonic 

progressions. Such training prepared me to sit in at The Chambers and to hold that session in 

high regard. Preparing for the session at The Negro Café altered my experience of smooth jazz. 

As I learned and performed smooth jazz tunes, I began to enjoy them as pleasurable musical 

social interaction that did not threaten my standing as someone who could “make the changes,”15 

and I heard them as treasured party songs of people who were becoming my friends. 

Just as participants at the Negro League Café session embraced jazz as a sign of African 

American identity, they also embraced and performed other similarly meaningful music as part 

of the jazz jam. Reginald Robinson, winner of a 2004 MacArthur Foundation Fellowship, came 

by one Tuesday to play his ragtime compositions. Songs by Stevie Wonder were frequently 

performed. On my first night I found myself on stage for nearly half an hour playing a marathon 

version of George Clinton’s anthem “Tear the Roof Off the Sucker.” “We want the funk," 

chanted the swaying audience, "give up the funk,” while exhausted bass players passed the bass 

around without dropping the beat or the bass. Theo usually signaled the end of the session by 

calling out, “It’s time for fifteen minutes of funk,” which often went longer, much to the dismay 

                                                
15  To “make the changes” is to improvise of complex harmonic progressions. 
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of the staff who usually turned up the lights and mopped around our feet hoping to drive us out 

so they could go home.   

Some performers intensified the importance of blackness at the session by performing 

original compositions that were explicitly about black pride. One young woman sang a funky 

original tune that reminded me of Erykah Badu: “Some like it black,” she chanted. “No sugar, no 

cream. It’s the real thing.” In her performance this woman also quoted from “Fine and Mellow” 

and “Ain’t Nobody’s Business,” two songs made popular by Billie Holiday, who is not just an 

iconic jazz singer, but an iconic black woman and jazz musician whose struggles and deeply 

expressed emotions resonate powerfully with many black women.16 

On some nights, if things were slow, Theo would take a tune down the path of African 

American musical history, treating it first in a stride piano style, then playing a bop solo, perhaps 

getting funky for a few choruses, and ending with an expansive free form development of the 

material. Theo’s virtuosic recapitulations of African American music history were like snapshots 

of the pathways to and through this session. Players traveled to the session through the streets of 

Bronzeville and along the paths of black musical expression that could have been heard on those 

streets over the course of the twentieth century. 

Of course that pathway through African American music and culture is also a pathway 

through American music and culture not often associated with African Americans. Assumptions 

                                                
16  For accounts of the significance or Billie Holliday for black women see In Search of 
Billie Holiday: If You Can’t Be Free, Be a Mystery by Farah Jasmine Griffin “Listening to Lady 
Day: An Exploration of the Creative (Re)Negotiation of the Music Lyrics of Billie Holiday” by 
Kim L. Purnell and “Our Lady of Sorrows” by Francis Davis (Griffin 2001: Purnell 2002; Davis 
2000). The construction of Holiday as a cultural icon has involved crafting stories about her life 
for children. Two recent books on Holiday intended for young audiences are Becoming Billie 
Holiday by Carole Weatherford and Billie Holiday: A biography by Meg Greene (Weatherford 
2008; Greene 2006). 
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about what counts as black music were sometimes confounded. Just as Theo and Aki dismissed 

the influence of gospel music on their playing and instead looked fondly back to their fascination 

with Emerson, Lake, and Palmer, other players also found inspiration outside the most obvious 

African American musical canon. For example, people called Elton John's song, “Your Song” 

and “Brown Eyed Girl” by Van Morrison almost as frequently as "Superstition” by Stevie 

Wonder.  

While these tunes may challenge stereotypical understandings of black musical life, the 

performance of African American identity was still central to the session. Aki and Theo often 

talked about how they thought their session compared to other sessions in the city; like many 

players in town, they had visited Von Freeman’s session at the New Apartment Lounge, and, 

they told me, they had enjoyed Von’s session, but now, so many young white college players 

were sitting in that they felt uncomfortable there. It wasn’t just a neighborhood session or a black 

session anymore. They never expressed any concern about my participation or any other white 

participation, but had the session reached a racial tipping point, I think that might have changed. 

I and other white players were always welcome, but participants weren’t always sure how 

to classify me. I fit in because I could play all of the music called at the session, but I didn’t fit 

because I wasn’t from the neighborhood and I’m not black. Occasionally other participants 

attempted to designate me as a classificatory African American. One way was through the use of 

African American soul food imagery and metaphor. If I played a particularly bluesy solo, people 

speaking in exaggerated dialect said things like, “That was greezy” or “You been eatin’ yo 

greens.” Other times they simply said, “We’re gonna make a black man out of you yet.” I and 

other participants were not always comfortable with this. Musicians with professional experience 

perhaps preferred to regard me simply as another professional player. Regarding me as a 
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professional musician highlighted what we shared—musical vocabularies, work experience, and 

many years devoted to study and practice. Professionals at sessions often want to make 

connections that facilitate work and art. Highlighting their differences does not further this 

agenda. On the other hand, players who strongly valued the session as an expression of racial 

identity and pride might resent my presence and ignore me altogether. Imagining me as black 

would hold little appeal for them. I had my own reason for discomfort at comments about my 

potential blackness. As an ethnographer I had worked hard to avoid the appearance of racial 

mimicry, and as a musician I wanted people to recognize my skills and hear my musical voice. I 

might have considered these remarks as condescending, especially when they came from less 

accomplished musicians, but I recognized that people said these things, because they liked me 

and the way I played. Nevertheless, racial identity was an important part of this session, and it 

was almost inevitable that some people would, from time to time, try to mitigate my racial 

differences by bestowing on me a kind of provisional blackness. 

Cecile Savage, the main session bassist, complained of just the opposite problem. As a 

young white woman in France, she became interested in the blues and managed to land a job 

touring with blues harmonica player, Sugar Blue.17 Cecile had lived on the South Side since the 

1970s, and had played with many South Side jazz and blues musicians. She rarely worked on the 

North Side, and she felt that this was because white musicians regarded her as black. I don’t 

know if white musicians actually discriminated against her because of real or imaginary 

classificatory blackness, but she clearly feels more black than white. Her friends are black, her 

                                                
17  Sugar Blue is perhaps most famous for his work with the Rolling Stones, He can be 
heard on Some Girls (Rolling Stones 1978) and Emotional Rescue (Rolling Stones 1980), where 
he played the memorable harmonica riff on “Miss You.” 
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colleagues are black, her lover is black, and her daughter is black. No one at the Negro League 

Café ever teased her about eating greens and playing “greezy.” 

 

Performing Community: “This is a Jam Session”  

 Some Chicago sessions exist as an opportunities for players to demonstrate their abilities 

to other players, to make professional connections, and to perform and enjoy professional 

identities and relationships; players at these sessions strive to play well and they have high 

expectations for themselves and other players. At the Negro League Café session, people came to 

play with friends and neighbors and they placed less emphasis on polished or expert 

performance. People sat in not only to demonstrate their musical skills, but also to perform and 

learn about their own musical heritage. And players brought with them a variety of performance 

practices not found in other jazz jam sessions. The session was also a time for other 

performances of community that had much less to do with music and more to do with bringing 

neighbors together. 

 Participation was the goal. When Aki said, “This is a jam session,” you were suppose to 

get up and do something, anything. This aesthetic of participation was shared and promoted by 

Aki, Theo, and many other session participants. Aki was the main instigator, prowling the room, 

exhorting people to get up and do something: “It a jam session.” At first I would quietly wait my 

turn. At some sessions it is considered rude to just jump on stage. But Aki began to scold me. 

“What are you waiting for? It’s a jam session.” I soon learned that I was expected to just plug in 

and play. I was treated a little differently than some. Aki knew I was writing about her and she 

wanted my experience of the session to be good. I was also one of the better players and she 
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trusted my musical judgment. Others solid players received the same treatment, and participated 

in performances without explicit invitations from Aki or Theo. 

 Even weak players were encouraged. Failure to play well might be a source of frustration 

for participants at some sessions, but failure to participate was the source of frustration at the 

Negro League Café. Aki would often sit with me and review the quality of energy and 

participation at the preceding week’s session. This jam session was a place to learn and groove 

with your neighbors and not a place to strut your stuff in front of potential employers. When I 

hesitated to take the stage, saying, “I don’t know this song,” I was told, “It’s a jam session.” 

Once, I was already on stage and the keyboard player began playing a long introduction, going 

through different rhythms and modulations. She played as if she were wandering through notes 

and chords waiting for her song to emerge. The other players and I interjected musical fragments 

here and there, and slowly she settled on a key and a rhythm. We seemed to be entering the first 

actual chorus of the tune, and I still didn’t know what we were playing. I looked over at 

Deameris, the session drummer. He knew most of the players and the tunes they regularly called, 

and I looked to him for cues when I was confused. As I watched him for some cue, he turned to 

me and said, “What is this?” We never did figure it out, but by the second chorus enough people 

on the stand figured out enough parts so that we finished with a successful performance of the 

mystery song.  

 One older man often asked to sit in at the keyboards, but when he was invited to the 

stage, he hesitated to call a tune, and he made excuses for failures his in performance. He was a 

weak player, and Theo, rolling his eyes at all the excuses, clearly thought he was a bit of a 

whiner. The struggling pianist’s insistence on playing and his hesitation on stage confounded 

Aki’s assertion, “This is a jam session.” This man could not call tunes or follow the lead of 
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others—he didn’t jam well. On one occasion he got up with a bass player who wanted to jam 

over a funky groove. The hesitant piano player continued to fumble with the keyboard settings 

and make excuses. He wanted Theo to come over and help, and maybe even relieve him at the 

keyboard. But Theo just got a fresh drink. “This is a jam session!” he shouted. “Work it out!” 

 They forged ahead, but neither the keyboard player nor the bass player had a strong sense 

of what to do. I overheard one player say, “What the hell is he doing up there?” His friend 

replied, “I don’t know, but he sure is doing a lot of it.”  

 When Aki shouted, “Come on, this is a jam session!” she spoke to the audience as well as 

the musicians. They were friends, relatives, and neighbors—members of the community—and 

they were also expected to contribute. Aki got them to listen, to clap for solos, to clap along with 

the groove, and sometimes even to sing. Sometimes they sang along with the band. Sometimes 

they were coaxed onto the stage to perform themselves. On other nights, the audience ignored 

Aki and the musicians, but the inclusion of everybody was the goal, the rocking inclusive jam 

session, standing as a performance of and metaphor for a thriving, self-aware neighborhood. 

The audience at the Negro League Café could make or break the session. If they talked 

and ignored the band, the music seemed to lose energy. But if they were invested in even a 

musically weak performance, people felt good and enjoyed the music. Extra-musical 

relationships always seemed to shape the experience of the music. If you sat close, the music felt 

more intimate; if you knew the song it seemed like a good song; if you knew the performers, 

they sounded more interesting.  

The Negro League Café session, with its emphasis on community, clearly displayed how 

social and spatial relationships affect musical perception and aesthetic judgments. When I came 

to hear my friends play songs I liked, I got up close and I wanted to be moved. Knowing people 
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and being near them seems to create certain expectations that complete the music and 

compensate for its objective deficiencies. Emotionally and physically distant listeners hear the 

music differently. On one particularly lively evening I needed to take a break from the 

excitement, so I wandered into the barroom to sit at the bar and have a cold beer. The audience 

back in the dining room was clapping and yelling for the band. As I sat there, I overheard one 

man ask, “What’s going on over there?” The person next to me replied, “Some kind of amateur 

hour bullshit.” They didn’t know the players; they weren’t in the room feeling the groove. Over 

the months of my involvement, as I came to know the session participants, as I became a regular 

participant, and as I felt comfortable being emotionally and physically close to the other players, 

I found the music more and more satisfying. But it was all just noise to the two men sitting at the 

bar. 

In the dining room people reached out to each other in order to enhance the musical 

experience and the bond between performer and audience. Experienced jazz professionals like 

Theo often played as if in private reverie, much like the pros at Delaney and Murphy’s. But 

many players directly addressed the audience in their performances. Singer Rudy Bolar’s 

performance was as much theatrical spectacle as sound. Dressed to the nines with his hand held 

high revealing himself while seeming to reach for something more, Rudy physically depicted the 

longing and passion of the song’s personae, calling out to the audience for a witness that they 

eagerly gave in applause, whistles, and shouts.  
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 Such performances were discouraged at other sessions where instrumentalists sometimes 

quietly criticized singers, referring to them as entertainers rather than musicians. Yet even 

instrumentalists at the Negro League Café directly addressed the audience as they responded to 

its encouragement. Off stage, Cleo, a regular at the session, was a friendly middle-aged fellow 

who didn’t draw too much attention to himself, usually sitting quietly, joking with two of his 

friends who also came each week.  But on stage he was something else. A large man already, 

with his furry hat on his head and his trumpet as his lips, he became a glowering giant ready to 

blow down the walls of Jericho. In keeping with the style of the session, his performance 

invoked theatricality that involved music, posture, and eye contact. This performance did not 

retreat into artistic contemplation and reverie, but reached out making explicit, almost 

confrontational contact with the audience members, much to their vocal approval. 

Figure 4.5  Woody Bolar 
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At The Chambers, players might have experienced noise from the audience as an impediment to 

their creativity, but not at the Negro League Café. Cleo’s glare was not a censure but a challenge 

to meet the performance head on and a statement that Cleo had indeed stepped up to the stand.  

 Participants varied in their performance styles. People with extensive professional jazz 

experience rarely took on the role of entertainer. Those with experience in the church often spoke 

to the audience to explain their choice or profess their belief that God had given them a special 

musical gift that they felt obligated to share. Those more familiar with hip hop tended to pace 

back and forth, hunching and crossing their arms like a rapper in a music video. But always, 

comments from the audience acted like a catalyst to more energetic performances and greater 

pleasure. A quiet audience was a cause for concern, and following a quiet night Aki often talked 

Figure 4.6 Cleo is in the house. 
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with me at length, pondering what had gone wrong and how things might go better the following 

week.  

 

Non-Musical Social Practices and Community Building at the Session 

 Participants at the Negro League Café session perform all sorts of non-musical social 

rituals that help to build feelings of community among themselves, ranging from simple greeting 

rituals to social and political presentations. Each of these performances strengthens face-to-face 

relations and emphasizes the connections between music, the neighborhood, and African 

American identity. 

 Greetings between men at the Negro League differed from those at the North Side 

sessions. Men clasped hands with thumbs pointing back rather than up, and they often brought 

their hands together with enough force to make a small clapping sound. Frequently, they leaned 

forward as they clasped hands, pulling their shoulders together, and slapping one another’s 

backs. North Siders shook hands with their bodies at arm’s length, but men at the Negro League 

Café pulled their bodies together. People can engage in any ritual in a mechanical way, and I 

can’t say what individual greeters felt at the Negro League Café, but from my perspective these 

performances seemed to enhance intimacy, which was quite different from the performances on 

the North Side. One seemed to signify intimacy and blackness while the other signified a 

detached friendliness. In both cases these performance could indicate what the actors felt, what 

they hoped to feel, or what they thought they should appear to feel. In any case, the stories those 

performances told were specific to the local social dramas being enacted. 

 Handshaking at the Negro League Café made me uncomfortable, since it put my 

otherness and my attempts to deal with that on display. The person shaking my hand was also 
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forced to deal with this. It might have been easiest to just copy the people around me, but I was 

concerned about entering into relationships based on false understandings of my identity. I was a 

white outsider, and someone documenting this community, so I represented a long history of 

power relationships. I didn’t want my greetings to become acts of symbolic denegation, a 

fictitious bracketing of power relations in which “by temporarily but ostentatiously abdicating 

his dominant position in order to ‘reach down’ to his interlocutor, the dominant profits from this 

relation of domination, which continues to exist, by denying it” (Bourdieu and Wacquant 1992, 

p. 143). I couldn’t pretend to be just one of the guys as I trolled for interesting dissertation 

fodder. I wouldn’t have fooled anybody. As it was, our failed attempts to shake hands led to 

another kind of bond. I’d start to shake white, my partner would start to shake black. Then we’d 

both switch and fail again. The confusion and false starts we shared as we reached across this 

ethnic divide usually led to laughter, a bridge that helped us come together the next time we met.  

 As months passed at the session I eventually began to shake hands in the local fashion. I 

didn’t really try to do this. I had been committed to shaking white, but prolonged face-to-face 

interactions changed me. I experienced the community and myself differently, and the 

community experienced me differently as well. People began to tease me less about eating 

greens, and I started to shake hands like a regular, because I was one. I continued to maintain a 

variety of identities—guitarist, white observer, friend of Theo and Aki—but they tended to 

recede into the background behind my growing identity as one of the regulars. 

 The Negro League Café jam session often included the recognition of birthdays. On my 

first visit to the session, Aki announced the birthday of an older man dressed in a blue print cap, 

billowing blue, African-style pants and a matching jacket. With his grey beard and flowing 

clothing, he had the look of a storybook village elder. (Indeed the image of the elder was 
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common on the South Side. At the session, participants spoke of older jazz musicians as elders; 

Aki talked of her relatives as venerated elders and ancestors.) I had seen this man at several 

events on the South Side, and he had, in fact, sung something he referred to as “Birthday Blues” 

to Robert Shy at Bernice’s Twilight Zone several weeks earlier. On this evening he sang the 

“Birthday Blues” to himself. The song seemed to be at least in part extemporized, partly sung, 

partly rapped, responding to the event and the audience. The audience loved his performance, 

clapping and shouting its approval, and the “Birthday Blues” turned into an extended jam that 

included many of the session participants. 

The session was also a place for children’s birthday parties. Though held in a bar, late in 

the evening, the session was a family event. Parents hung balloons around their booth and 

ordered cake and ice cream. If I had been one of those kids, I would have been greatly impressed 

by the murals of Negro League baseball players, the music, and all the adults having a good time. 

Similar experiences from my own childhood still fuel my fantasies of what my world could be. 

 

Birthday Balloons 
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 The session was a forum for a variety of political and community announcements and 

presentations. Candidates for sheriff and other community leaders spoke between sets. In August 

of 2005, Robert Irving III and Kelan Phil Cohran came to the session to promote an upcoming 

event called “Jazz in the House.” Irving and Cohran are South Side musicians and members of 

the AACM. In “creative music” circles, they are highly regarded both across the United States 

Figure 4.8  Eternal Sound Family Post Card - front 

Figure 4.9  Eternal Sound Family Post Card - back 
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and in Europe. The “Jazz in the House” event was a fundraiser for their organization, Eternal 

Sound Family, where kids could get free music lessons. Cohran spoke to the Negro League Café 

audience of their mission and of his life in music. He spoke of gigging seven nights a week in the 

1950s, his daily six-hour rehearsals with Sun Ra, and the current musical decline and need for 

revival on the South Side. He spoke of the spiritual and cultural value of music and of the 

intellectual benefits that helped musical children excel in math, science, and abstract thinking. 

He asked the audience to “pledge your allegiance to the children.” As the postcard clearly 

indicates, this musical event was for families and community, linking the “Eternal Sound 

Family” with neighborhood families in order to invigorate African American achievements 

through participation in African American music. 

 

Community and Conflict at the Negro League Café Session 

 At The Chambers and Delaney and Murphy, the community of musicians was rather 

narrowly defined and easy to maintain. Either you played a particular kind of music in a 

particular way or you didn’t. If you didn’t, then you went somewhere else. Players sometimes 

argued with each other or the club owners, but if things broke up, participants eventually 

regrouped elsewhere. However, the Negro League Café session didn’t just catered to a musical 

community: it catered to a neighborhood and an ethnic community. Embracing a wider variety of 

participants unavoidably opened the door to a wider variety of conflicting interests that 

sometimes threatened the dream of a community united in music. 

 Most participants happily played many kinds of music. Nevertheless, conflicts over genre 

arose. For example, many people at the session enjoyed playing gospel music in church and 

sometimes brought gospel songs to the session. But too many gospel songs led to negative 
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comments among the regulars who preferred to play mainstream jazz. And taking time away 

from mainstream jazz wasn’t the only complaint. Everybody enjoyed playing gospel with strong 

musicians like Margie Stroud, but few gospel musicians at the session played like Margie, and 

some augmented their weak playing with personal accounts of religious faith. More experienced 

musicians were bored and frustrated by these awkward testimonies, particularly when claims of 

divine gifts and inspiration prefaced lackluster performances. On more than one occasion, as Aki 

called amateur church musicians to the stage, I heard people around me mutter, “Please Lord, no 

more gospel.” 

 Musicians performing other genres could also dissipate and divide the energy of the 

session. The young woman who sang like Erykah Badu sang well, weaving original rapped and 

sung lyrics with references to jazz tunes made famous by Billie Holiday. But while she made 

references to jazz, she took the stage as a pop star, embracing the star aesthetic, taking the 

limelight, and thereby demoting the instrumentalists to mere sidemen. Her performance 

invigorated her friends, but it left little space for solos or the kind of interaction that many of the 

session participants desired. They were willing to perform music from various genres, but they 

were unwilling to forego the interactive and improvisational creativity of jazz performance 

practice. Commitment to those performance practices helped make this session a jazz jam 

session in spite of the variety of genres performed. 

 Others who came to play other genres were simply inept. They forgot words, screwed up 

the song form, and made other mistakes that brought the music to a halt. Theo could often 

salvage these moments either by teasing the weak performer and enlisting the audience to help 

him out, or by taking over the failed performance and treating it is as a jam that brought the other 

musicians back into action.  
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 Good or bad, too many non-jazz performers led to discontent among the regulars who 

came to play and listen to jazz standards. On several occasions, famous jazz musicians were in 

the audience and many regulars were eager to hear them and play with them. When those 

celebrities weren’t brought up, regulars felt that important musicians had been insulted. 

Musicians complained about the offending performance and they began to blame Aki for the 

direction the session had taken.18 As word of dissention got back to Aki, she felt that her efforts 

were unappreciated, and she became defensive of her authority. Everybody was happy to play 

many different kinds of music, and the dream of building African American community through 

participation in the broad range of African American music worked well when the music went 

well. However, most participants identified themselves as jazz musicians or aspiring jazz 

musicians, and when they didn’t get to play some standard jazz, or when they thought jazz music 

was being disparaged, they became disenchanted with the session and its social project. While 

this intense drama about music, community, and social practices unfolded, many casual 

participants remained unaware, and people in the bar continued to think of the music as noise 

that made it hard to hear the ball game on the television. 

  

 

Gender and Authority at the Session 

 The Negro League Café jam included more women than most sessions and this was 

another source of conflict on Tuesday evenings. Aki was the main instigator and Cecile Savage 

                                                
18  This incident occurred after Theodis had moved to Las Vegas. It illustrates not only the 
conflict arising from genre choice, but also the gender issues at play in the session and the 
vacuum created when Theodis, the virtuoso male authority figure, moved to Las Vegas and left 
Aki, the main social theorist of the session, but also a woman and a less virtuosic performer, 
holding the reins. 
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was the session bassist. Margie Stroud regularly performed as a pianist and singer, and each 

week women sang and sat in on bass, piano, and other instruments. Most sessions elicit little 

gender conflict, since they include so few women, but the presence of women in prominent roles 

at the Negro League Café session brought normally submerged gender issues to the surface. 

Cecile complained about a lack of respect for her knowledge and abilities. On one occasion a 

man asked me the name of the last tune we played, I told him, and several moments later Cecile 

approached me, irate and fuming: “I just told him the same thing. He didn’t believe me, but he 

believed you!”  

 Aki, too, felt she received little respect and that people thought of her as Theo’s girlfriend 

rather than a co-host of the session. Theo did, in fact, spend the most time at the keyboard while 

Aki collected the cover charge and moved about the room encouraging people to participate and 

interact. When Theo left Chicago to perform in Las Vegas, Aki became the primary keyboard 

player and she was unable to direct the music with the same authority as Theo. Often, the session 

seemed to meander, or other men began to exert their musical authority on stage. Aki became 

defensive and unhappy as divisions grew among male players vying for control. In early 2006, 

the pleasures and hopes evident in the first days of the session soured into disappointment and 

frustration. After Theo’s departure Aki often confided, “There are just too many chiefs,” as the 

community of the session seemed to crumble into a room full of misunderstood individuals.   

 

The End of the Session 

 Like any community, the session at the Negro League Café included personal animosities 

and struggles built up over many years. This session included relatives, former band mates, ex-
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lovers, and neighbors. Rivalries and conflicts from years past often simmered beneath the 

surface, held in place by compelling musical performances.  

 Theo had been the driving musical force of the session throughout most of my fieldwork. 

During his career he had worked all over the county. Eventually he was offered a lucrative long-

term gig in a Las Vegas casino, and, frustrated by his lack of well paying work in Chicago, he 

took that gig. After he left Chicago, conflicts that had seemed unimportant compared to playing 

with Theo, began to surface. Aki, Cecile, and many of the other regulars are very good 

musicians, but Theo is a virtuoso who has command over many styles of music. Everybody 

wanted to play with Theo. People came specifically to hear him. Theo had the musical skills and 

he had a long history on the South Side. Old high school friends as well as visiting pros came to 

sit in with him. When he left, no one person could take his place and in mid-2006 the session 

ended. 

 While I think that the session ended because Theo left, others see things differently. 

Cecile and Deameris, the original rhythm section, didn’t enjoy Aki’s leadership. Cecile in 

particular grew frustrated with Aki’s unwillingness to play more standards or read from a fake 

book when someone called a tune she didn’t know. Aki, on the other hand, felt the session came 

apart because people didn’t respect her. She also felt that old rivalries contributed to the session’s 

demise.  

 At the end of the session, she did, in fact, appear to be ousted by a rival faction. One 

week she was running the session. The next week she showed up at the Café only to find she was 

no longer part of the show. Don Curry, the owner of the club, had installed a new person as 

leader. This person was a former band mate with whom Theo and Aki had personal and 

professional disagreements. The new leader may have sought to undermine his old enemies, as 
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Aki believed, or Don Curry might have sought him out as Aki’s session began to bring in less 

business. Either way, Aki, Cecile, and Deameris stopped participating in the session and they 

stopped socializing with each other.  

 

Conclusion 

 Aki, Theodis, and others at the Negro League Café imagined a better community for 

themselves and their neighbors. Following their dream—shaped in no small part by the realities, 

myths, and potentials of jazz practice—they worked to revitalize their neighborhood, forming a 

micro-community of people drawn together through shared ethnicity, shared location, and shared 

cultural practices. This particular face-to-face interaction shaped how they and their fellow 

musicians understood jazz—how they played jazz, what tunes counted as jazz standards, what 

other music was appropriate at a jam session, and what counted as a good performance.  Many 

pathways intersect at the Negro League Café; pathways of South Side residence, African 

American heritage, love of music, neighborliness, and community activism all ran together.  

 One would think that so many people traveling similar pathways and sharing so many 

face-to-face and imaginary relationships would make for an enduring and stable community, but 

life in the city is fluid, people have multiple selves, and lasting community is often difficult to 

achieve. The session at the Negro League Café is an example of how people actively create 

community, taking broad categories like jazz, black music, and African American heritage and 

making them their own through face-to-face performances. The session is also a testament to the 

fleeting nature of such ownership, and it also illustrates how even categories that seem 

homogenous from a distance, up close are fractured and incongruous. Paul Berliner claims that 

improvisation is an infinite art, but at the Negro League Café, improvisation is a practice closely 
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bounded by local geography, history, and human aspiration, but also a practice that can embrace 

new players and principles overnight. And it is precisely those flesh and blood boundaries and 

realities that empower the musical and social practice in play at the Negro League Café. 
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